ERP Call for inspiring stories of rural communities taking action on climate change and
sustainability
Guidelines and rules of the challenge
Is your community at the forefront of the transition to low-carbon ecological future?
Have you taken steps to reduce your carbon or ecological footprint? Have you launched projects (energy,
food, mobility, waste, etc..) that facilitate the participation of local people in the transition process?
If so, please tell us more about your inspiring work and be in with a chance of winning an all expenses* paid
trip to the next European Rural Parliament conference in Candas, Asturias 6-9th of November 2019.
In particular, we would like to hear more about (max. 150 words in total):
1. Your local transition journey and how it got started?
2. How it involves local people?
3. What has been achieved (in terms of local participation, project development, climate and
environmental impacts, etc..) and what’s planned for the future?
4. If possible, please submit one or more photos (min. 300dpi) or a short video to
kim.smedslund(at)suomenkylat.fi as a mail-attachment telling that you participate in the challenge
and your name + organization
The challenge is for ERP-partners or ECOLISE partners/members.
The sent text must be in English, the marketing can be made in your national language.
The challenge is open until 10.9.2019 and the the winner will be announced latest 12.9.2019.
Are covered travel from home country (Europe) to the event and back home (not travel insurance), local
travel in Spain, catering (food) and the accomodation. The price can´t be transformed to money. Any
participant having respected the rules of the challenge may win the participation to the event.
Price, lottery and publishing the winner
Lottery among all participants having respected the challenge rules will decide the winner. If the winner is
not able to participate in the event, the winner is selected from the lottery positions 2-5 in that order. The
winner gets the journey to the European Rural Parliament event in Asturias 6-9.11.2019. Are covered travel
from home country to the event and back home (not travel insurance), catering (food) and the
accomodation. The price can´t be transformed to money.
The winner will be informed by private message and the price should be accepted within one week of
reception of the message. By participating in the Challenge, you give the right for the organiser to publish
the winners name without permission or compensation.
Other issues
The lottery organiser is not responsible for problems resulting from third parties or issues like technical
problems, internet-connections nor for any direct or indirect damages resulting (or claimed to result from)
from the participation in the challenge. The organisers responsibility towards participants in this challenge
is limited to the price and the value of the price as decribed in these rules.
These rules apply to all participants. By taking part in the lottery, participants commit themselves to respect

these rules and the decisions of the organiser. The organiser will in last resort decide on any interpretation
of these rules. Changes to the rules can be made without any additional notification.

